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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1, With the publication of the historic treatise 
'Analyse Algebrique' by Cauchy "were laid the foundations 
of a rig<^rous theory of infinite series. Although the 
principle of convergence (some times, for precission called 
Cauchy convergence) clearly divided infinite series into 
two classes —— those which were convergent in the sense 
of Cauchy and those that were not, there remained a distin-
ction, yet some what intangible, between properly divergent 
series and series with oscillatory partial sums. I t was 
indeed a great achievement in the.history of Analysis, when 
towards the close of the last century oscillatory series 
were brought with in the frame - work of rigorotls mathematical 
interfretasion through the concept of summability. 
Summability i s a generalization of the classical notion 
of convergence in the sense that the partial sum i s to be 
replaced by a suitable average of i t in a certain prescribed 
sense. For the pioneering studies that led to the formula-
tion of a rigorous theory of summability, credit goes to 
inter al ia to Cesaro, Hausdroff, Holder, Norlund and Rieszt 
Just as the concept of summability emerged out of the 
classical notion of convergence as finnatural genesailzation 
so also analogoursly, the concept of absolute summability 
Cf. [23], for a detailed account of the fundamental 
contributions to the study of so called ''Divergent 
ser ies" from the point of view of summability. 
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was eValued as a generalzation of the notion of absolute 
convergence• 
1.2. Broadly speacking, commonly used methods of 
summabllity f a l l into one or other of the two categories, 
viz, T - methods based upon the formation of a sequence of 
auxiliary means defined by the sequence - to - sequence 
« 
transformation. 
(1.2.1) t = 2 C s (m = o , l , ) , ^si being 
m n m,n n n 
the nth partial sum of the series 2 in question, and C 
m,n 
being the element of the mth row and nth column of the 
matrix 1 It| 1 = (C 0, the matrix of summability , m methods 
m,n 
based upon the formation of a functional transform. 
(1 .2.2) . t (x) = 2 ^ ( x ) A , or by the function 
n n n 
to function transformation. 
(1.2.3) t (x ) = J (x ,y ) s(y) dy where x is a continuous 
parameter and^ (x ) (or ( x , y ) ) i s defined over an appro-
n 
priate interval of x (or x and y ) . 
A series 2 a^, or the sequence [s \ of i ts partial 
n 
sums ?s is said to be summable to a f inite number s by 
n 
T'- methods or (|>- methods according as the sequence ^t^j or 
the function t (x ) tends to s as m tends to infinity or x tends 
1) 
to the appropriate limit depending upon the method 
^^ Knopp [29] , p. 474 
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A series 2 ajj is said to be absolutely convergent i f 
I a J < that is , i f 
(1.2.4) 2 1 s - s _ J < oo 
n 
The interpretation of the phenomener (1.2.4) as the 
2) 
bounded variation of the sequence s^^ ]^ laid the founda-
tion of the structure of absolute summability. Here precis-
ely a series 1 a j^ or the sequence of i ts partial sums ^s^y 
i s said to be absolutely summable to sum s by a T - method or 
method according as the sequence ^t ] or the function 
t (x ) i s a bounded variation as a sequence or a t (x ) is of 
bounded variation as a sequence or as a function over the 
relevant of x respectively, and function t s as m co or m t (x ) s as X a f inite l imit . 
\ 
I t shoulS be noted that absolute convergence implies 
convergence. 
1.3. The sequence to sequence transformation (1.21) i s 
said to be conservative (or absolutely conservative) i f the 
convergence L or absolute con ergence of the sequence ^s^ 
implies that of the sequence in each case, and i s 
said to be regiiLar (or absolutely regular ) i f further 
1)-
lim s = s wi l l imply lim t = s. 
nr^  oo n jj^ CO m. 
2) A sequence € BV, i f 2 |x - x n < oo 
n ^ 
Hardy [28] 
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1) 
Morley has shown that an absolutely coniservative 
transformation i s not necessarily conservative-* 
The necessary and sufficient conditions that the trans-
formation (1,2.1) be conservative one ^  ore 
( i ) lim C = 6 (x = o , l , . . . . ) 
n-f oo m, n n 
oo 
(1.3.1) ^ ( i i ) lim 2 C = 
m-+ CO n=o m, n 
oo 
U i i i ) Z Ic I < K ( m = o , l , . . . . ) 
^ n=o m, n 
where K i s constant independent of m. 
I f , Jth addition, S = 0 for each n, and 6 = 1 , then 
n 
(1.3,1) gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for'the 
transformations to be regular. 
The necessary and suffieient conditions that the 
transformations (1.2.1) should be absolutely conservative, 
ace; oo 
converges for each m. ( i ) C 
n=o m,n 
oo 00 
( i i ) 2 1 2 
m=o n=p 
3 - C ) < K ( f =0,1,2, ) , 
m,n m-l,n 
where k i s a constant independent of. P . 
1) Morley [42 ] . 
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(1.3.2) implies the variance of the l imits: 
oo 
lim:: 2 C = o ( , 
TSr* n=o m, n 
* 
lim C = o( (n = o|l,2, ) . 
m^oo m,n n 
1) 
The transformation (1.2.1) i s absolutely regiiLar 
if , in addition 
( i i i ) o( = 1, = o (n = o , l ,2 , ) . 
1.4. Given the s^imraability (or absolutely sunmiability) 
processes P and Q, P i s said to be included in Q, or q to 
be inclusive of P, i f every sequence summable (or absolutely 
summable) by Q, symbolically, i f P c Q, or Q 2 P. 
I f P c Q and Q 2 P, the two process P and q are said to 
be equivalent and we write Pr^ Q. 
I f P £ Q and there exists a sequence which is summable 
Q but not summable P, then we write P c Q, 
In many instances, i t turns out tiiat although P £ , 
the converse relation* Q c P» does not necessarily hold, 
i «G. , P c Q holds: In such iircumstances the following 
questions arise. 
1) This was f i r s t proved by Means [39] A shortii proof was 
subsequently, replied by Knopp and Corentz [30] Also see 
Sunouchi [10 ] . 
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( i ) Although for a series 2 an i t s summability Q 
does not necessitate i ts summability P, can there be 
sequence such that 2 a^ is summable P whenever 
H a is summable Q? n 
( i i ) Would i t be possibie to restrict in some manner 
the order of magnitude of the terms of the series 2 a^ so 
that, for i t Q c p ( and in effect P.^Q> ? 
Factor sequence like {Q } that help ansver a question 
n 
of the type ( i ) are called summability factors or absolutely 
summability factors dejfe nding on the nature of summability 
invalQfed. 
The aim of the present Dissertiition i s to give a some 
what a complete account of researches done investigating into 
this category of questions in relation to general infinite 
series and i ts applications to the Fourier series* 
1.5, Before going to the details of the back ground 
against which the problems mentioned in the present Disser-
tation suggest themselves, we consider i t desirable to 
present have definitions and notations concerning the summ-
ability methods that are involved in the following pages 
of this Dissertation. 
Cesaro summability 
Introduced by Fekese^^ in 1911 for non negative integral 
1) Fekese [20] 
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orders, the method was given a comprehensive treatment 
in considerable details by Kogbetliantz^^ in 1925. 
Since then there has been maintained a constant endea-
vour to build up a general theory of absolut summability 
analogous to, and as a natural counter part of the researches 
in the tie ory and applications of summability. 
- d) 
The nth Cesaro sura of order c< (o( > - 1) of a given 
series T. a^ ^ with the sequence of partial sums [s^^ , i s 
defined by the identity 
o( n o<-l 
(1.5.1) S = 2 A s^ , 
n Y=o n-y o( 
where A i s given by 
n 
oo c< n -o(-l 
(1.5.2) 2 A X = ( i - x ) (x| < I). 
n=o n 
o( 
We define s to be the nth Cesaro means of order aC of 
n 
[s 1 by 
^ n^  o( o( o( 
s = S 1 A . 
n n n 
The series 2 a^ i s said to be/dummable ( C , o ( ) , o( > - 1 , 
to sum s, i f lim s^ = s. And the series i s said to be 
oo n 
* 
absolutely sumnable (C, c<), or siimmable 1 I -1, 
i f the sequence \ e BY. 
1) Kogbetliantz [31], [32 ] . 
2) The -justification of the restriction o( > -1 i s indicated, 
e.g. in Hardy [23], pp. 
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I t is clear from definition that summability (C, o) 
and |Cjo| are same as convergence and absolute convergence 
respectively. 
• , ' •!) 
Although C, c<! c (C,o() , i t was shown by Kogbetliantz 
by means of a negative example that, lc,o<l c (C,y ) , 
( - 1 <7 < o(). The theorem that assents that |c,o<| c i C,pl , 
for p > o( > -1, is termed as the consistency theorem for 
absolute Cesaro summability, and i t i s due in i ts general 
2) 
form by Kogbetliantz , who also proved that i f p > <=( > o , 
and 2 a is summable | C, pi , then the (C, «<) - transformed n of 
se r i e s of 2 a^, v i z . 2 (s"^ - s ) i S summable lc,p-o<l . 
" n nrl 
and Comenret - Shouter proops of these results for o( > - l , 
p > -1, p - o( > -1 , as also of the consistency theorem for 
absolute Cesaro summability have seen subsequently supplied 
by Movley^^. 
Abel Summability 
A given series 2 a is said to be Abel summable to sum 
» n 
s or summable (A) to s, i f the power series 2 a^ j x i s 
convergent in 51 < x < 1, and i ts sumi function f ( x ) tends 
to a finite limit s as x 1 - o. I f f ( x ) e B (o , l ) , then the 
series 2 ^^ ^ is said to be absolutely Abel simraable or 
Bummable IAI • 
1) Kogbetliantz [31] p . 235 
2) Kogbetliantz [311 
3) Monely [42] 
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1) 
Analogoias to Abel's c lassical theorem on the 
con.intsity of thf= series function'of a pover series, we 
1 ^^ havp the result that IC, o = A 
I t has been established that (C, c<) = (A ) any o( • 
hovj evor larg^*'. The corresponding re lat ion fo r absolute 
Abel summability i s Lhe result of a combination of the 
3) • 
consistency and a theor<-.m due to Fokete which asserts 
« 
that, for posit ive integral values of x , ! C, o(l = A» By 
a necative example Fekete showwd that | A| does not necessarily 
imply suiQfiiability (C, o() f o r any posi t ive c< however large'^^. 
^^^ 3 i'oQtion summability |c, oc\ . 
Concerning the re lat ion between convergrnc'- and sumabi-
l i t y 1 A1 , 1 ^ / h i t t a k e r » « and Prasad" demonstrated that they are 
independent of each other in that neither i s included in the 
other. 
Norlund Summability 
5 ) 
First introduced by Woronoi , but independently defined 
by Norlund' ' , this method i s generally associated with the 
name of Horlund. Woronoi's work remained pract i ca l l y un-
noticed t i l l i t was translated into English by Taraarkin in 
1932. 
1) Abel [ 1 ] , Theorem 4. 
2) l/vihittaker [66] . 
3) Feketo [20] 
4 ) Feketo [21] See also Rendels [ 55 ] . 
5 ) m i t taker [ 66 ] . 
6 ) Prasad [ 50 ] . 
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Let Z a^ be a given i n f i n i t e ser ies with the sequence 
of par t ia l sums ^Sj^ f Let ^p^^ be a sequence of constants, 
real or complesa;, and l e t us write 
(1.5.3) Pn Po Pl"^ •••• Pn » P-m " P-m "" ° ^^^^ 
( 1 . 5 . 4 ) ( S P n = c ^ x " 
whenever i t holds. 
The transformation 
(1.5.5) t i = C P / ^ J o ^^^^ 
def ines the sequrnco of Norlund means^ of ^s^ gcnf^ra-
l i s ed by the c o e f f i c i e n t s p^. 
The ser ies T, a^ ^ or the sequence ^s^^ i s def ined to be 
sumrtiable by the Norlund method, or summable (N, p^) s( f i n i t e ) , 
i f l im t = s, and i s s^iid to be absolutely sumtnable (N,p ) , 
n oo " n 
p 
or summable | H, p j , i f [ t ^ 6 BV, that i s , i f 
, P P 1 ) • 
(1.5.6) s i t - t 1 < CO . 
n n n-1 
the follo"Bing Observations may be made about the nature 
of the sequence ^p^] 
( i ) _ Without any l o s s of genera l i t y , we can take p=4=: o , 
W 
f o r i f p = 0 , and p 4=o, we write p = q (n > 1 ) , and 
Xfc n n n-1 
1) Hears [ 3 9 ] . 
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p ^ 
t „ = f - (n > 1 ) . 
" n-1 
q 
Then f i s the (N ,q„ ) mean of s 't'^rite q.. ^ 0 . n n n o 
( i i ) Without any loss of general i ty , p^ can be taken 
to be 1. For i f p. =1=1, we devide the sequr.nce o f numbers 
1) 
^ ^ by PQ, and form the new sequence ^q^^ with q^ = 1 
( i i i ) I f PQ and P^ = 0 (n:^l), then sunv-ability 
are ths same as convergence and absolute cor^rgence respec-
t i v e l y . 
o(-l • 
(iv) I f p^ = An , o(4= -1 , -2 , 
then the corresponding Norlund mean reduces to the fami l iar 
( c , <=() - mean. 
1 
In case p (n > o ) , and hence p^ , 
n (n+1) "" ^ 
Ito^n + 1 ) , as n the summability and summability 
INJPJ are called Harmonic and absolute Harmonic summability 
respect ive ly , 
I t i s worth pointing out that the most s ign i f i cant 
t r a i l of summability (or sum^iability !N ,PJ ) , apart 
from the general ization i t provides of the Cesaro methods, 
l i e s in the fact that i f converse Harmonic (or absolute 
Harmonic) summability which forms an intermediary between 
convergence (or absolute convergence) and Cesaro (or absolute 
Cesaro) summability of pos i t i ve order in the scale of summ-
a b i l i t y (or absolute summability) methods in vlnv of the 
inclusici;^^ 
1) 
2) Hardy [23] , and Mc Fadden [38] 
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( c , o ) c (M,l/M+1) £ ( c , y ) , ^ y > o ) 
and 
c,ol r IN, r lc,;jr) > > o, 
n + 1 
Necessary and suf f l c lpnt conditons for the regular i ty 
o f the Norlund mean are^^ 
(1 .5 .7 ) Pn = o CIpJ ) , as n o , 
n 
(1 .5 .6 ) Z o (1P 1 ) , as n ->oo. 
V n 
Necessary and s\iffici?^nt conditions that thp m'^ thod 
(N,pj^) should be absolutely regular are: ( 1 .5 .7 ) , ( 1 .5 .6 ) 
and 
f o r each y 
oo 
|2) 
ILZJi^ 
n 
JSll l i . 
'n-1 
1 < oo 
Rie sz sumTnability 
Let 2 aj;^  be a given i n f i n i t e series with s^ f o r i t s 
n^^ part ia l sum. Let 
o = \ <^J_ < < An ' n " as n oo, 
and 
XAn ^-^n " ^ n-1 > 
We write 
A, ( . ) = A x ( w ) = 
1 ) Hard3rT2^ p. "65. 
2 . Mears [39 ] . 
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so that f o r Xjj^  < w < Am+i ) 
Av(w) = s • 
' m 
¥e also write 
1 k 
Ax = ) ay , k > o 
v'ith thp understanding that A^  (w) = o f o r k > o and 
w > A^ ( y ) i s cal led the Reisz sum of type X^ and 
order k associated v i th the^  ser ies S a^j. I f we write 
R^ (w) = A^ 1W , 
Then (w) i s ca3.1pd the Ri'^sz mem of type A 
and order k^ . 
The series 2 a^ ^ i s said to be summable by Riesz 
means of TypeX^ ^nd k ( f i n i t e ) , i f 
k 
% (w) s as w c>o 
And i t i s said to be absolutely sumnable (R, 
su-n-able | R, A^j K| , i f 
k • 2 ) 
R^ (w) e BV(h, oo) J 
as a function of w, where h i s some f i n i t e pos i t ive number 
1 ) Hardy and Riesz [25 ] , Chandrasekharan and 
Minakshisundaram [12J . 
2) Obrechkoff [44 ] , [ 45 ] . 
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I f , instead, w i s restr icted to the sequencp of 
values j only, then we obtain the so-called d iscrete 
Riesz Means given by 
n 
An+1 
S a^ ^ i s said to be summable (K*, A K") i f 
* Ir >\y • k 
(15.9) ( > v n + l ) = 2 ( 1 - — ^ — ) ay 
•k 
l im R;^  ( ~ ® ( f i n i t e ) , and i s said to be 
n-> oo 
summable 
i f n f e Bv. 
I t may be observed that s-ummability (R, ^^  "u) and 
(R*, o ) (or I R, ol and IR*, ^n o' 
convergence (or absoltite convergence). 
I t i s known that 
J ) 
To ffibr®chkoff^^ i s due the just theorem of consistency 
fo r absolute Riesz summability which states that | R, >Sn> ^ 
= i R ? A I » ^ amounting to the assertion that the 
e f f i c t i v eness of an absolute Riesz summability process 
increases with i t s order, i f the type remains the same. 
In e f f e c t , this establishes the absolute regulari ty of the 
Riesz mean, on account of i t s regu lar i ty . 
1) Mohanty [40 ] , where he states that i t was mentiored 
to him by Bosanquet. An exp l i c i t proof due to Pat i i s 
contained in Iyer [26] . Also see Lopentz and Macphail 
[37]-
2 ) 0 bVBChkoff [ 45 ] . 
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A theorem which assorts that ! r , k ] £ I R , ( > y j ^ ) , K | 
K > 0, undpr certain conditions on ( t ) i s cal led a'second 
theorem of consistency* f o r absolute Riesz sumraability in 
view of the f a c t that the orders of the methods are the same, 
x-jhile the types d i f f e r . Second theorems of consistency f o r 
absolute Riesz sunnability have b^ e^n supplied by various 
l i ke ( 
, 4 ) . 5 ) 
1) 2) 3) 
•workers Chandraselcharan, , Pat i , Guha , Prasad 
and Pat i 
(N , q^) - summability 
This i s some tim-3S cal led the m-thod of 'veic^hted 
arthbatic mean* 
Let 2 a^ be a given i n f i n i t e ser ies with pa r t i a l sums 
s^* Let q^j^ ^ be a sequence of constants and l e t 
Q^ = qo + + + ^n? Q-ra = o (m > 1 ) . 
5) 
Then the (N, q^ )^ mean of s^ i s ^iven by 
-q - 1 n 
(1.5-klO) t = 2 ^y % o). 
n n 'y=o 
Th^ ser ies I a^ or the senuence ^s^^ i s said to be 
simmable (N, q ) to s ( f i n i t e ) i f l im tT*^ = s, and i s 
" oo ^ 
1 ) Chandrasekharan [11] 
2 ) Pat i f46" 
3 ) Guha [22 
4 ) 'Prasad and Pat i [52 ] , [ 5 3 ] . 
5 ) See also Ahmad [ 3 ] , [ 5 ] 
6) Hardy [ 23 ] , Takes the part icular case q^>o and oo. 
- It -
said to be sumable | N, , i f t S BV, i . e . , n n 
i f 
s i t - t I < oo. 
n n-l 
I t q^ > o (n > o ) , Qj^  t^en in view of ( 1 .5 .9 ) , 
\ie remark that (N, q ) mean i s the same as the (R 1 ^ 
mean. I f a = =— (n > o ) and o log (n+1), then the 
^^  n+1 'n 
(N,q^) mean or equivalently (R, Q^^^? 1) mean i s cal led the 
Riesz ' logarithmic man' of order 1 , 
I t i s work noting that when q^ ^ > o (n > o) and 
Q cOj the (N method i s both reg-ular and absolutely 
^ 1) regular 
Apart from the few mothods of suramability referpBde 
to, there are many summability methods l i k e those of Holder, 
Hausdroff, Buler, Borel, e t c . 
[R, log n, 1] - Boundednps 
I f 
n 
(5.1.11) 2 1 sJ = 0 (n) , 
as n the series S a^ ^ i s said to be strongly bounded 
by Cesaro means of order 1, or bounded [ c , 1 ] . 
^^ I 
n I s^ 
(5.1.12) E ? — = Odog n) 
>=1 X 
1) Hardy [23 ] , p . 57*^  Sunouchi [60] 
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as h ooj the series 2 a i s said to be stronr;ly bounded 
by ' logari thmic means' with index 1, or bounded [R, lof^ n , l ] , 
1 , 6 . '^"e now present a 'resume' of the back j2;round against 
which the results mpntioned in the present d isser ta t ion are 
Qbtained by various workers in the fi.-^ld on account of the 
vast scope of th i s branch of Analysis we l i m i t ourselves 
to the minimim in devplopin^?; thp sequence of researches 
relevant to results mentioned in the sub sequent chapters'. 
Absolute summabilil^y 
As early in 1911, Fekete^^ proved that thp necessary 
and su f f i c i en t conditions to be sa t i s f i ed by a sequc-ncp S^^ ]^ 
such that T a^ i s sumt^able |c,c<l whenev-r i s summable 
I cjocl , are : 
E = 0 ( 1 ) and zf^  e „ = 0 ( 1 ) . 
n 
The su f f i c i ency part of this theorem t.'as general ized by 
Kogbetliantz.^^ who stantjng with the same hypothesis proved 
that X a 1 i s summable lc,p| f o r o < p < c<. a subsequent 
4 
extension o f Kogbet l iantz ' s was due to Sunouchi who could 
extend the range of p to p > - 1 . 
1> Pat i [47] 
2 ) Fekete [SO] 
3 ) Kogbetl iantz [31] 
4 ) Sunouchi [ 5 9 ] . 
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AftPT these pione<=rin?; -works, the cred i t of discussing 
absolute Cesaro summability factors goes mainly to Bosanquet, 
Peyer in lo f f chow. In 1945, Bonsanquet's estabil ished that 
a series Za^ i s summable i< , pi v?henevcr Ta.^  i s summable 
B, o(l , i f and only i f 
^n 
, o <p < 
^o ( l ) P > 
and 
n A = 0(1)^ 
whpre o( and p -wfre non negative integers . In 1954^ bd)th 
1) 2) 
Chow and Peyerimhoff showed that the result i s also 
3 ) 
true f o r a l l non negative o( and p, while Andersen inde-
pf^ndently stated i t s suf f ic iency part, Chow's result was 
o( generalization in another d i rec t ion and, as such, contained 
the theorem of Peyeniraboff as a special case. 
A generalization of the above mentioned result of 
Kogb^tliantz in the case p = 0, to 11, p 1 - summability, 
4 ) 
i s due to Peyerinahoff who established that i f ^p^ be 
such that 
p 1P = 0(p 1 P ^ ) ( P ^ > 0 , P 
n+l n+1 n* " n n 
1) Chow [ 14 ] . 
2) Peyerimhoff [ 49 ] . 
3) Andersen [ 8 ] 
4) Peyerimhoff ^48], theorem 17. 
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then 1 a J p / P < whenpV'-r 
" n n 
r a i s summable |n, p 1 • 
n n 
Further result in this l ine havp been mentioned in 
chapter I I of th<= present Dissf=rtation conc^Tning the 
inclusion relat ions for absolute summability the fol lowing 
are known 
c 1R, lof; n, l l 
(1 .6 .1 ) UT, l/ (n+l ) i £ :1 
0<c<<l 
C, o(| (o(>l) . 
1) 
The f i r s t inclusion re lat ion i s due to Mc F-^ dden 
The second and third are cons<=qupnces of the consistency 
theorem for i cj - sumnability and thp s^ c^ond thf^ -orpm of 
consistency f o r absolute Pdesz sumTiability. The convf=rse 
relat ions in ( l . € . l ) do no' 
(fact, that summability |N, 
t necessarily hold. In view of the 
1 — and c, c( are nart i -
(n + 1 ) 
cular cases of summability 1 N, p 1 while summability 
n 
j c , i j and I R, log n, l| are special eases of summability 
? Qlj^ i » havp considered in chapter I I I , results con-
cerning summability factors permitting transit ion from 
1W, q j summable series to 1 N, p j summable series to covc^r 
the invf^stigation of the d i f f e r en t problems suggested by 
(1.6.1). 
Now the question arises as to what suitable type of 
factors can be cfeo/^sen so that the series may 
1) Mc Fadden [38 ] , 
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be summable .1 c,o(l whenever the total variation of the 
sequence Is^] , of n^^ Cesaro mean of order o(, instead 
of being bounded ( in which case Sa j^ i s summable lc,c<j ) , 
behaves asymptotically in such a manner that i t i s of 
0( as n where i s a posit ive mono tonic 
non«decreasing and A ^ with n. As an answer to this 
questtion Sunouchi^^ established the follow^ing, I f , f o r 
o( > o, 
n o( o( 
(1 .6 .2 ) 2 1 s„ - s J = O(log n+1), 
y =1 
a 
as n CO, then , 6 > o i s 
1+6 
( l og n+I) 
summable 1 c,c<| , In the special case in which o: = 1, taking 
the condition which weaker than (1.6.2)^ (1.6,®) 2 a i s 
2 ) ' ^ 
bounded [R, log n , l ] simultan<=ously established that: i f 
(1 .6.S) holds and i f ^X j^] i s a convex sequenc.-^  subh that 
T, n ' ^X^ < then 2 a^X^ i s summable i c , l l . 
Generalizing these and other a l l i ed results, int-^res-
ting results concerning absolute Norlund summability factors 
in this l ine form the contpnts of chapt'^r 12 and T of the 
present Dissertat ion. 
Absolute summability factors of po'^ v'er series and 
Fourier ser ies. 
Let f ( T ) be a periodic function with period 2IT, and 
integrable ( L ) over (o,2ir ) . Th®n the Fourier series of 
r ) Sunouchi i.61j7^Porem 2 . 
2) Pati [47] , Theorem 2 . 
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f ( t ) i s given by 
(1 .6 .4 ) 
where a^ 
and 
1 
2 
OO 
n=l 
(a cos n 
1 OO 
2 
S 
n=3» 
— 
1 TT 
r f ( t ) a t 
TT -IT 
n 
a cos nt 
^ 1 TT 
I f ( t) (n = 1 , 2 , , . . . ) . 
V -ir 
b sin nt n 
I t may be rpmarked that without any loss of gf=nprality, the 
constant t'^ rm in the Fourier series of f ( t ) can be taken to 
be zero. 
Fe write 
^ ( t ) = — { f (x+t ) + f ( x - t ) } , 
2 
* 1 
^ ( t ) f ( x + t ) + f ( x - t ) -2 f ( x ) , 
2 
( t ) = ^(t), 
o 
c< t c<-l 
( t ) = J (1-u) ^ ( u ) du (c< > o ) . 
o 
1) 
In 1962 Ahmad established the fo l lowing: 
Let h be an integer > o and l e t be a sequence 
such that A ^ > o? and S n"^>sn 
i f 
1) Ahmad [2 ] . 
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t * r - 1 1 } 
I I (!) ( t ) l du = 0 t e ( ) , 
o ' h t J 
as t o , J: S ( n + l ) X A^Ct), at t = x , i s sir-nmable 
' n 
1 c,h+l+6l f o r evrry 6 > o . 
On the othPT Prasad and Bhatt^^ in 1957, established 
the fo l lowing resul ts : ( a ) I f i s a convex sequence 
such that 2 n'^ X i s convf?rgent and ( t ) (o < o( < l ) 
i s of bounded variat ion, then 2 X at t = x , i s 
' n n 
summable |c,o(l , ( b ) I f S^v ^ i s a convex sequ-^nce such that 
2 i s convergpnt, and for o < o( < 1, 
t 
r u Id ( t ) l = 0( t ) , o < t < TT, 
o ' 
then 2 log (n+1) ^ A^ ( t ) , at t = x , i s summable lc,o( 
Ve give an account of generalizations and extensions 
of these results in char)ter Y I . 
In the las t and Y I I chapt'-r discuss about the 
2) 3) gen'^-ralizations of some results of Ra^agopal and Chow ^ 
1) PEasad and Bhatt [51] 
2) Rajagopal [54] 
3) Chow [13] . 
CHAPTER - I I 
ABSOLUTE COnVF .G '^llCE FACTOBS 
2 • D e f ln i t lons, and Notations . 
Let r a be a given i n f i n i t e series with Sn for the 
q 
n^^ part ia l sura. Let t^ and t^ denote, resp= c t i v o l y , the 
sequ-^nce of (W, p^) and (N, q^ )^ means of the spqupnce S^j^ '^  
Other relevant de f in i t i ons and notations -will be the same 
as in Chapter I . 
2 .2 . A series J a^ i s said to be sumnable 1 , 
i f the sequence ^ BV, vhere denotes the 
mean of the sequence { T^ J. SumTiability I (1, i s 
analogously def ined. 
The necpssary and sufficif^nt conditions f o r t he re.<;ula-
r i t y of the Norlund m'-thod (W,p^) are known to be (1 .5 .7 ) 
and ( 1 . 5 . 8 ) . 
'^le write 
oo n" n 
(2 .2 .1 ) p ( x ) = 2 p X , p ( x ) = 2 P X . 
n=o ^ . n=o n 
Both the pov°r series in ( 2 .2 .1 ) are conv^^rgent f o r |xl < 1 
never (1 .5 .7 ) holds. Th^ sequence i s defined by 
means of the ident i ty 
oo oo ^^  
(2 .2 .2 ) 2 C x " = ( 2 p ^ x ^ ' - ) . 
n=o " n=o 
For convenience- of analysis, "we use c^ f o r m = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
in the sense that = o f o r each such m. 
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From (2 .2 .2 ) , we have 
( i ) c^ = p^ = 1,-
n 1 (n=o) 
( i i ) , r c ^^p. = 
^=0 ^ o (n> l ) ; 
n 
( i i i ) 2 Py= 1 ( n = o , l , 2 , . . . . ) 
V =0 
The fami l iar inv^^-rsion formula fo r expressin<^ s^ ^ iB 
t'^rms of i t s Norlund mean tj^ i s thp fo l lowing: 
n 1) 
(2 .2 .4 ) s „ = 2 c P^  t^ . 
¥e shall denote by M, the class of senuencps f o r 
which the following hold. 
( 2 .2 .5 ) p^ > o, p^+i I p^ < 5 Pn+1 ~ ^ (n=o , l , ) 
2 .3 . Concerning Iff, q^ !^ and INjPJ I^ sum-lability fac tors of 
i n f i n i t e seri^^s Peyerimhoff anc^  Das, respect ive ly , estab-
lished the fo l lowing: 
2) 
Theorem 2 .1. Let the sequence q^ bp non-nosative and 
such that Q^ oo^  
V l ' V l = O ( q^ lQ^ ) . 
Tlien 
oo 
2 a 1 q 
n=o n 
whenever Ea i s sumnable |N, q 1 
" n 
1) This i s e xp l i c i t l y stated for the f i r s t time in Das 
[37 ] , and i s referred to by him as a special case of 
a more general formula contained in Mc Fadden- [36] 
2 ) Peyerimhoff [4S] , Thpoceml?. 
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1) 
Theorem 2 .2. Let the spquencp 
CO 
sati sfy, f o i l ou ing : 
(2 .3 .1 ) 
(2 .3 .2 ) 
X !c 
n=o n 
oo 
< oo. 
\vO = I ) n 
Then a nrcessary and suf f i c i ent condition fo r Ta^ 
to be absolutely conv rgent whenpvpr Ta i s sumoiable iN.p^l n " 
i s that 
Recently, generalizing these results, Mohapat-^-a estab-
•slished the follox^'ing theorems. 
Theorem 2.3, Let the sequence (p \ sa t i s f y (2 .3 .1 ) and 
n 
( 2 . 3 . 2 ) . Then necessary and suf f l c l ent conditions that 
i s absolutely convergent whenevnr T a^ i s 
1(N, p^) ( I , q )! are; n 
(2 .3 .3 ) e^ / ^n = ° ^^^ 
(2 .3 .4 ) e^ I " 
Theorem 2 .4. Let the sequence p^ | sa t i s f y (2 .3.1) and 
(2 .3.2) , and l e t the sequence Jq^l^satisfy bhe folloi^lng : 
(2 .3 .5 ) q^ ! Q^ = 0 (1 ) 
q j Q „ = 0 ( l q J iQ^l ) 
1 ) Das [16] 
2 ) Mahapatra [41 ] , Chapter I I . 
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f o r a l l n > m. Then a necessary and su f f i c i en t condition 
f o r 2 a^ ^ to be absolutely converg;ent whenever la^^ is 
summable I (N, i s : 
( 2 .3 .7 ) P^ Q^ 1 = 0 ( 1 ) . 
Here we observ-^ that i f we put Q^^ = (c > 1) in 
theorem 2 .3 . and theorem 2 .4.,then wo got theorem 2.2; f o r 
in this case (W,q) '>^(c,o) . 
Again by putting p^ = 1, p^ = o (n > 1) in theoremsl 
and 2 he obtains the followin<?: 
Theorem 2 .5. S ^^ i s absolutely convergent whenever 
E a i s summable 1N, q I , i f and only i f 7 Mj^  7 
e g n ^n 
and 
q^ = 0(1), 
n ^n-2 ^n-l = 0(1). 
I f the sequence ^q^j sa t i s f y requirements of Trherrem 
2.1, Theorem 2.5 . reduces to Theorem 2.1, f o r in th(^ case 
< K. 
But, i f we compare the conditions necessary f o r the truth 
of Theorem 2.4 an A, we observa that i f ^q^^ i s posit ive 
then (2 .3 .5 ) i s automatically sa t i s f i ed , which (2 .3 .6 ) 
implies 
V I I = 1 
f o r non negative q^^ 
») duwA Ke-i^-^ 
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Mahapatra further observed that: 
on a look at the proof of theorem 2 .4 . ye find that (2 .3 .7 ) 
and (2 .3.5 ) imply the necessity of P € = 0 (1 ) . Oti\ the 
n " 
other hand when this condition alone i s sa t i s f i ed , the 
second term of a i s bounded, and thns in e f f e c t the n,y 
necessary and suffici-^nt condition in Theorem 2.4 reduce to 
which can be written as 
QV+1 
(2 .3 .6 ) 1 P 
oo 
I s l e + 1' ! I A G 1 < K. n' — 
Thus he also obtained the fo l lowing: 
Theorem 2 .7 . The necessary and su f f i c l rn t conditions that 
oo 
2 I a e 1 i s convergent when ever Sa i s summable 
^^ ^^  n n ^ 
(N,q^) (N,pJ when jp^^^ a ^ ^q^^ sat is fy 
(2 .3 .1 ) , (2 .3 .2 ) and (2 .3 .5 ) are: 
p e = 0(1), 
n n ' 
and 
oo 
1 i J J I ^ C J < ^ ^ n=o 
He deduced fol lowing useful results as cora l la r i es 
from Theorem 2.3 and 2 .4 . 
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Theorem 2.%. Let [pJ e M [ ( P^ j l ^ ^ a ^ s a t i s f i e s 
(2 .3 .5 ) and ( 2 . 3 . 6 ) ] . Then 2 1 a e 1 < oo whenever 2a i s ^ jj — 
smmable 1(H, p^) ( I ] , i f and only i f 
Q P e / q = 0 (1 ) 
^n n n n 
and 
Qn-2 ^n-1 ^n V l = 0(1) 
n n n n 
= 0 (1 ) ] 
Theorem 2 .9 , Sl a 6 1 < QQ whenever i: a i s summable ^ J, . 
l ( c , l ) (N, 1/51+1), l [ l ( N , V ( n + l ) ( c a ) J i f and only i f 
e^ = 0(1A^ log n ) . 
Theorem 2,10. .1 \ a C 1 < oo whenever 2 a i s summable 
^ • n n • """ . n . ^ 
l (c , o ( ) (R, log n , l ) l log n , l ) (c , c^) l ] (c< > o ) , i f and 
iX. 
e = o( ^ 
^ oCVl 
n log n 
Theorem 2.11. |a ^J < oo "whenever 2 a i s summable 
JQ 
1(N, — — ) (R, log n, 1)1 CU r , log n , l ) (K, — - 1 ] , i f _ 
n+1 
and only i f 
(n+1) 
e = 0 ( --
" ndog n)2 
Since Theorem 2 .3 . and 2.4 of general nature we proceed 
to produce th^ir proofs i n f e c t i o n s 2.5 and 2.6, while in 
Section 2 .4 . we shall state the lem-nas needed to prove these 
"thaorems. 
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2.4 . We shall use the fol lowing lemraas for the proof of the 
Theorems 2.3 and 2 .4 . 
Lemma 1 . I f ^p^^ sa t i s f i e s (2 .3 .2 ) , then, uniformly f o r 
m > n^ 
P i P = 0 (1 ) 
n Bi 
Lemnia 2 . I f 
t " " = (p " -
n 
then for n > 2 
n P,q >) , Qn Qnr2 
Lem^a 3 . I f 
-p ,q "1 n 
t = (Q ) 2 q^ tv , 
n n V =o 
then , f o r n > 1, 
. Pjq p + i n ,q ^>1+1 _ p/^ 
a = 2 A t , 
V =0 M—U M , „ 
1) 
Lem-a 4L I f 
CO 
U = 2 S (n = 1,2, ) 
vhere {^^ ^ | i s a double sequence, then a necessary and 
suff j-cient condition that the series.^..lu 1 be convergent 
n i^l " 
whenever 
1 ) Knoop and Lorentz [ 3 0 ] . 
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oo 
2 < CO, i s 
n=l " 
oo 
n=l 
1 S^^^ 1 < K, 
•where K I s a posit ive constant independent of V-
Lemma s V Let the sequence { p I sa t i s f y (2 .S .1 ) , (2 .3 .2 ) , 
and sea UP nee |g be such that (2 .3 ,3 ) holds. Then the 
necesrary and su f f i c i en t conditions f o r to t^ 
absolutely c o n e n t whdnever i s summable 
1(W, P_) (N, i s 
n 
r ( V ) = i: J i i r s . ^ 11 2 P A c , 
n f r n-r-1 q^j, ^ r=o ^ ^ 
< K. 
2»5 . Proof of Theorem 2.3 . 
The necessity of 2.3.3 
writ ing oo 
^n ®n = 4 
•we have from Lemma 2, 
Pjq 
(n > 2), 
( 2 .5 .1 ) S 
n,S) 
( V> n) , 
h Q, Q. 
q n- l 
X P^  (>)<n) 
1 ) Mahapatra [41 ] , Lemma 6, Chapter I I . 
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Now, from (2 .5 .1 ) and Lemnia 4, a necessary and suf f ic ipnt 
CX5 
condition that S 1 a^ G 1 i s convergent "whpn ever 
n=1 ^ ^ 
, P»q, 
2 I At 1 i s convergnet i s 
n=>/ ^ 
CO 
2 I s I < K. 
This necessitates 
Since by (2 .5 .1 ) 
_ Qv+i 
: i; p z\. 
qv+i r=o 
= - ^ 
(Since c^ = 1) 
bv 
n 
(2 .5.2 ) 2 P^ Ay, C^ 
M=0 ^ 
o (n > 1) 
1 (n = 0) 
Thus (2 .3 .3 ) i s necessary. 
The necessity of ( 2 . 3 .4 ) . Now that (2 .3 .3 ) holds, we have 
from Lemma 5, a necessary and succieient condition f o r 
00 
Z I a^ S 1 < oo whenevFT 
ii=o ^ " 
1 a^ i s suramable I ( N , p ^ ) ( f 
is 
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H ' ( V ) < K, 
which implies the boundedness of each individuM. term of 
since each term i s nor) negative. The f i r s t term of 
) that does not vanish i s fo r n = V + 2 and the bounded-
ness of this alone shovs that 
i s necessary, 
Suf f ic iency;- In view of Lemma 6, we need oh3.y to show 
that (2 .3 .4 ) implies V ) < K, when (2 .3 .1 ) and (2 .3 .2 ) 
hold 
By (2 .3 .a ) and since 
>}e V 
(2 .5 .3 ) E P A = S C • ^V^n-r- l ' 
r =0 r r n-r r=o ^ n-r 
we have, 
CO - 1 
) < K S ( 1 P J ) I 2 P A J n-i .. _ r r ihr—^ n=>/+l n-1 r=o 
oo -1 
OO - 1 
CXJ 
< K 
by Lemma 1 . 
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Theorem 2.3 i s thus established. 
2 .6. Proof of Theorem 2 .4 . 
Necpssity.grom Lemma 3, 
X^ Jri ting 
oo - p , q 
= ^n,^ ^^V 
we have 
f o , (>)>n) 
(2.6.1) < (N-l . 
As in Eheorera 2.3, a necessary conditon f o r 
cx) 00 
T, a e I < 00, x^?henever T. 1 At „ < 00, i s : 
n=l " ^ n=l ^ 
Now, 
S = 6 i s Pu AkC - — - P C^ 
• = - p e 
V4-I ' 
by ( 2 . 5 . 2 ) . Thus (2 .3 .7 ) i s necessary. 
Suf f ic iency; - By Lemma 4 and ( 2 .6 .1 ) , i t w i l l be enough 
to show that 
00 
2 I s I < K . 
n=l n,V 
Now, by (2 .3 .7 ) , Lemma 1, ( 2 .3 ,6 ) , (2 .5 .3 ) and ( 2 .3 .5 ) , 
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2 S 1 < I P, 1 2 
n=l n,V q V+1 
OO 
+ 2 l e ! I E Pw Aw C ^ u 
OO 
< K r. 
00 
OO OO 
< K. 
by (2 .3 .1 ) and (2 .3 .2 ) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2 .4 . 
CI-IAPrER . I l l 
ABSOLUfE IIORLUHD SUkilABILM FACfORS OF 
IHFINIfE S'^ RIES I 
2 .1 P® f inlfc i on s_and_Not ^ fc i 
Let S be a given in f in i t e series and s^ 
P ~ Q. 
i t s nth part ia l sum. Let t^ and t^ denote the 
(N,Pn) and (N, q^) means of sequence respectively. 
Other de f in i t ions and notations w i l l be the same 
as in Chapter . I . 
Throughout the chapter, we shall write : 
Pn Pn-V 
( i i ) L^ and sj to denote the (N, - i — ) 
^ " ' (n+1) 
and ( c , l ) moan of the sequence -^s^ respectively, 
( i l l ) {Xji^ to denote a posit ive non^decreasing 
sequence of n. 
I t i s to be noted that sumraablllty 
CqjT_>0, <fn ^ ^^ absolutely regular. 
3,2 For absolute summability of i n f i n i t e series 
the fol lowing inclusion relations are known : 
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CLj R, ].og n , l 
IN, I C T l c , ! ! < C i c , n (?• > 1 ) 
• ( o < < r ) 
Since the converse delations do not necessari ly 
hold, the natural question arises as t o what suitable 
sequences of factors may be mult ipl ied with the term 
of a series to ensure th^ converse relat ions. 
This question has bejen answered in the a f f i rmat ive 
by number of authors. 
Singh^^ established the fol lowing : 
Theorem 3.1 I f S Is summable l c , l| , then 
2 n-^ log (n+1) a^ i j _§i^ 5iinable • | . 
(n+1) 
In a dif:^erent context KishoreS) established 
the "following result which also general izes 
Theorem 3 • X* 
Theorem 3.2 I f ^^ je r i es 2: a^ ^ l j „summ^le i f 
{Pn^ 3 npn,dec res sing se^ence of r j ^ I ^nd non, 
Segative numbers, then Liie_series 2 a^ ^ pj^is 
summable . 
(1) Singh [p6 ] 
( 2 ) Kishore [27] 
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Das, Srivastava and Mohapat ra established 
the fol lowing rccult s : 
Theorem 3.3 : Let 2 a^ be summable | c, «(j, 0 < ( < < 1 
rhen 2 a^ e^ ^ l_s_^uinmgt)l|N, - i — |, i f 
n+1 
( i ) = O(log n/ n"^  ) 
r hep rem : The necessary and suf f ic ient conditions 
that 2 an should be sumrnable IN ,—i— ! v/henever n n 
2 a^ ^ i s sumrnable l c , l l , are_the_.£ollowing : 
( i ) ^n ^ ° 
( i ' i ) n Cn = 
Theoi'em_3.5. I f 2 a^ i s suminable cK. > 0, thja 
2 ( log n)/ n^  |N, - i — j . 
n+1 
Recently, L. S, Bosanquet and G. Das, in a joint 
note, have proved the follov/ing theorem : 
Theorem 3 .6 . : The necessary and suf f ic ient conditions 
that 2 c a^ should be summable }N , —| whenever 
n+1 
2 a^ i s summable 1 c, o< | ( " ^ > 0 ) are : 
(1) Mohapat 
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( i ) = 0 ( log n / n^ ) 
( l i ) n A^e^ = 0(1) 
Instead of res t r ic t ing t o two of the methods of 
inclusion_chain at a time, Mohapatra^^ recently 
considered bwo f a i r l y general methods v/hich contain 
a l l the methods referred to have ( in the inclusion 
chain) as special cases. He has proved the fol lowing : 
2) 
theorem 3.7 i e t _ t he__se_3uepces and 
be_ sue h_ t hat _t he__ following,., hold • 
( 3 . 2 , ] ) Pn ^ ® -Sfi-^  {Pn'\ —^^ ^^^ ^  ^ oflr d_ec r@ a sing 
(3.E.2) (Pn/Pn^^ {^n"^ ^ posi t ive 
non^diminishing sequence. 
(3 .2 .3 ) n p^P^ = 0(1) ; 
( 3 .2 .^ ) qo > o, qn > 0 (n > 1), ^^ oo ^ and 
^nVRn = 0(1) . 
Then the necessary aM_,._guffIcient conditions 
that 2 an ^^  _sho4.1 b_e s^unjiaa.ble lN,Pnl whenever 
S a^ i s summable lN,qnl, are 
1. Mohapatra 
2. Mohapatra ^-dlj, chapter I I , theorem 1. 
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(3 .2.5) Cn = 0(qnPn/$n^ » 
r >> f 
^heojem 3.8 i'et_the_sequences and 
(3 .2 .2 ) , (3 .2 .3 )_^d_the_ fo l lowing : 
(3 .S.7 ) Pn ^ ® and onic_non^dir^^ 
(3.g .R) q^ > 0, q^ > 0 (n > 1) and n q^ ^ j ^^ = 0 (7 ) . 
sumnable [ N , q.^  [ i f 
(3 .2 .9 ) Q (n q^ ! , 
( 3 . 2 . 10 ) ^ e^ = 0(qn | ^  ) . 
Ilovr we observe that the sumnability (K, log n , l ) 
of a given series doas not in general imply i t s 
absolute cesaro sumniability of any pos i t ive order and a 
f o r t i o r i absolute Harmonic summability of the same, 
f o r there exist the series 
^ - l . i c 
S n ( c > 0) 
n=l 
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which i s summable (R, log n , l ) but not even sammable 
(A) and therefore not summable |A| . 
2> 
In view of this , Mahapat ra obtained a suitable 
sequence of factors so that c he series with ^actors i s 
suinmable [K^ p^ j^ j under an assumption of some v/hat 
weaker nature than the summability (N, qj^) of the given 
series. He proved the fol lowing 
r he or em 3,97 Let, the sequences bQ^ 
(3 .2 .3 ) , (3 .2 .2 ) , (3 .2 .3 ) and (3.2.11) 
(3.2.11) q^ > 0, q^ > 0 (n > 1 ) and qn+1/ ^ ^ ^ = 0( 
c end i t long 
are 
oo 
(3.2.12) 2 
n=l 
oo 
-n n 
< CO _ 
(3.2.13) 2 ^^ X I q^)l < oo n n •'••I 11 
1. Hardy [23 ] p. 163 
2. Mohapatra [ ^ I j Chapter I I 
3. Mohapatra L-^lj Chapter I I , Theorem 
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Theorem 3.10^^ : Let the sequences and ^ 
sat is fy (3.2.2) , (3 .2.3 ) , (3.2.7) and (3.2.11). Then • 
om Q 
^ a-n ^ n iJ-Summ^gble [N, whenever t^ = ^^ 
CO 
(3.2.14) l^ni / ' 
oo 
(3.2.15) ^^ X^ 1 <oo 
3.3 It w i l l not be out of place to mention the 
following results which Mohapatra^^ deduced from 
his theorems 3.7 „ 3.11. 
3) 
Theorem 3.11"' The_,jeries 2 a^^ is_sum^ble 
c,®(l(0 < o( < 1)_.whenever 2 a^ i,s„ .sucrnigble l c , l l , l f _ 
nAc^ = 0(1) . 
c,(\l ( 0 < c < < l ) whenever 2 a^ is. gumnjable | R, log n, 1 
i f .-.and, .only ,,if 
log n Cj^  = 
log n % = 0(n-^) . 
1. Mohapat ra M l ] , Chapter I I , Theorem /i. 
2. Mohapat ra Chapter I I , 
3. This results i s contained in Chow [ l ^ j and Peyerimhoff 
4. Mohapat ra [ ^ I j , Chapter I I . 
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I^eorem 3.13 : ihe__serlej S a^ Is summpble 
N j whenever 2 a^ i s sunm^ble I R, log n, I I , 
, (n+1) < ^^  , ' " 
I f and_ only i f 
= 0( ) 
^ ( n l o g n ) 
rheorem 3.1^ ^ : The series 2 a^ ^n i s summable 
j c ,< i , (K > 1), v;henever 2 a^ ^ i s gammable j R, log n,l| 
i f , 
^^  log n 
= o( - - — : 
n log n 
Theorem 3.15 .The ,series 2 a^ ^n i s ..sugifli^ble j c,o( | 
(0 <c<< 1) whenever L^ = 
CO 
S n^  [c^l log n Xj^  < ^ 
CO 
2 log n X^ A ( ( n + l ) A c ) < oo . 
n=l n' 
T.heprem_ 3.16 The series 2 an summable (^^j^y 
whenever i r = 0 ( X . ) i f and only i f n n 
oo 
2 nlc^l X <oo; 
n=l , 
oo V 
2 log (n+1) I a ) ( n + D ^ e ^ f I < oo . 
n= 1 , ^ i , 
Mohapatra^^ also obtains theorem 3.^ as a coro l lary . 
1. Mohapatra [-^1], Chapter I I , "^orollary 1. 
CHAPT^ R^ - IV 
ABSOLUTE I I O R L U I O STO-MABILI^ fY FACTORS OF im-'IIMITE 
SERIES I I 
4-1* Def in i t ions and Notations. Let Sa^ be a given i n f i n i t e 
series by t^ we mean the n^ ^^  Cesaro mean of the sequence 
.-^ n , that i s , 
I 1 ^^  ^ 
t = — 2 aj) . 
" n 1) =1 
For any sequence ^^ ^ , we write 
^ A = A - X , Ju = ) 
n n n+1 n n 
A sequencefjV, ] i s said to be convex^^ i f 
A^An > o, n = o , l , 2 
4 .2 . Concerning absolute harmonic sumnability factors of 
i n f i n i t e serif 's Lai proved the follo'v;ing 
U I 
^Theorem 4 .1 , I f t^ = o( 1 ) , a^ n oo, andjA i i s a convex 
- 1 A " sequence such that the series S n A vx, i c o n v e r g e n t , 
then the series S( log n/n) 1 a i s summable 
n n 
(n+1) 
In a d i f f e r en t context Kishore''established the 
fo l lowing : 
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Theorem 4.2. Let (p be a non Increasing sequence of real 
non negative numbers. I f LV \ be a convex sequ-^nc^ such 
that 2 n X n i s convetgent .and i f t^ = 0[ \log(n+l)( ] , 
as n then a V -f log (n+lji P /n i s summable v^ L J n 
1 N, p J . 
Tripathi gave the fol lowing result 
Theorem 4,3 • Let |p^] be a non negative and non increagl ng 
sequence such that p^ - Pn+1 i s non increasing and[,My^ j 
be a mono tonic increasing sequence such that n A 1 A _ — ^ , / 
i s bounded. I f 
then the series 2 P 1 where j^l '^Is a convex 
- 1 
sequence such that 2 n J^  i s convergent, i s sumniable 
n 
I N , P J . 
Recently Ahmad established the fo l lowing: 
Theorem 4 .4 . Let Po > o, and l e t -(Pj^r be non negative 
and non-increasing. I | t^ ^ = as n ^ whpre 
i s a posi t ive , non-deer ea si ng se que nee and^jf the se^ue nee 
i s such that n 
( i ) P^) | e j < oo, and ( i i ) 2 A < oo, 
then the series 2 C a i s summable 1N, p ^ ^ J 
\) 
Lokre proved the fo l lowing: 
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Theorem 4.5 . Let o( > 1 and l e t ^p^^ be a pos i t ive sequence 
such that 
oo 
( i ) ^ U p i < K, 
n=o 
1 
( i i ) A ( - - ) = 0 (1 ) , as n , 
oo p p , 1 ( i i i ) ^ -Jl- i i3=i i = o ( — ) , for ^ > 1 . 
" 'n-l 
Then, f o r the series 2 a^ to be summable 1 N, p^l 
whenever 
C< 
T = 0( Q ) , as n oo, 
n n 
^ th wh-^ re T^ i s the n Cesaro - sum of order c< of the 
sequence j n a , and Q Isra pos i t i ve , monotonlc non-
^ n , n ' ' 
decreasing sequence. I t i s su f f i c i en t that 
l e j Qn 
( a ) — -
^n 
and 
Q 
( b ) i: 1A 1 < 
n 'n 
th 
Theorem 4 .6 . Let <=< > 1 and l e t T be the n Cesaro 
• n 
sum of order o( of the sequence ^n . Let ^ be a 
pos i t ive monotonic_ non - increasin£_ seg,uence^ such that 
Pjj i s monotonic non - increasing. ^ Then, f o r the 
series 2 a to be sum-nable 1 N,p 1 , whenever 
o( 
T = 0(Q ) , as n where 0 i s a posi t ive monotonic 
n n -jj _ _ 
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non dec^e a sing sequence, i t 1 s^  suf f i c_ie n t that 
I ( i ) 2 — < o o , 
and 
( i i ) 2 I Q < CO. 
n n 
¥e observe that lieorem 4.4 includes a l l the preceeding 
results (theorem 4.1 - 4 .3 ) , in the sense that the fac tors 
are l i gh te r and at the sane time tte hypothesis i s a general 
one. 
VJe proceed to give the proof of Theorem 4.4, while 'we 
state the lemmas used in Section 4 .4 . in Section 4 .3 . 
4 .3 . VJe need the fol lowing lemmas^^ f o r the proof of theo-
rem 4.4 . 
Lemma 4.1. „ I f ' : p^ > o and p^ i s npn npgatiye and non 
increasing then, f o r V^  > 1, 
oo p ^ K 
/.J 
- P n V l ^ 
Lem-;a 4 .2 . I f p > o and p i s non negative and non o • n " 
incrgasing then, forL)> 1, 
oo p . • 
2 ( P . - ) < K . 
1> See Ahmad [ 6 ] . 
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Lemma 4,3 , I f p^ > o, and p^ i s non n^^gative and non 
decreasing, then for > 1, 
oo V r > - - l l K K 2 ii..^ : < + 
Pn-1 Py ^ 
Proof of ' Theorem 4 .4 . 
Let X be the n^^ Norlund moan of the series 
n 
n 
2 € ,a Then by de f in i t i on 
>>=0 ^ ^ 
T = — z r. e ^ a 
n / 
1 n 
2 P 
n 
and hencG 
1 n 
n n-1 
P-n ^ 
P P , n n-1 
1 n 
+ 2 (p - p ) e ay 
P n-u n ^ 
n-1 
P N ' -) . J 
P P 
n n-2 
f ( p .p i ) _ V ± i 3 n t ^ 
n " 
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1 n r € i; 
V t 
n-1 
y+1 
y+i y=n 
nt n 
n n 2 A 
Pn Pn-1 
V L , / 
1 ^ r, , ^ v^  ? . / 
S A^ (p - p ) 
P y = i '^ ^V n y 
n-1 
j V t p . 
Hence 
ir - Kp. n 
rt 
n 
T | < — » — X lA (P 
n-1 P / n - i 1>=1 " y ^ 
K , n 
n-1 
K P n K 2 + — Z , say, 
P Pv, 1 I P , 2 n n-1 n-1 
Therefore, in order that 
T.\r - t I <K , 
n n n-1 
i t i s su f f i c i ent to show that 
(4.41) 2 
P n 
^ ^ n V l 
2 < K, 
(4 .4 .2 ) H 2 < K. 
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Proof of (4 .4 .1 ) 
n 
^ 1 Ao 
y = i 
(p -
n 
Su I 
n-V 
n iG^ 
< 2 (P - P^-y ^ " i f 
V=1 n ^^ V 
n 
-A 
n 
V 
No^ ,', 
X + T. + S , say 
11 12 13 
2 — S 
CO 
— V 
n P^P , 11 Xhl p p . V n n - l n n-1 ^ w=l n V / ^ 
cfo 
= V ^ 1 
=1 n=i; P p , ^ ^ n n-1 
OO p 
2 ^ ) n ^ n-V 
CO - 1 
< K 2 V mA (By lemna 4 .2 ) 
U=i ' y y 
§ K, 
by hypothesis 
Next, 
P 
2 XL 
OO p 
n P P T 12 
n n-1 
2 el, J; (P . P ) j'^p I 
n=l P P , T i/=l n n-V^ / V 
/ 
OO OO ^ = 2 A e y 1 2 (P - P J 
=1 ^ P P , T n n-j; n n-x 
OO 
< K ^ 2 1 A ey 1 (by Lemmad 4 .2 ) 
< K. 
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Lastly, 
P ^ ^ n 
" f „ V l Pn V l n 
CO 
= 2 |e v+1 
2 -
P n — p - y 
CX) - 1 
< K 2 V '/v ' (l)§rg lemma 4 .1 ) 
by hypot!|j.esis 
< K. 
Proof of (4 .4 .2 ) 
2y 2 -p ) ~ ] 1 
=1 n-y n V J ^ 
n eyi n 
,2 (P -p ) + 2 (p -p ) Ae^l 
III 
+ 2 U p 
y = i 
= 2 + 2 + 2 , say, 
21 22 23 
Now, 
oo 1 n 
2 2 
n P 21 
n-1 
OO - 1 
2 y /Uy l e ^ 
v = i 
CO 
2 • Pn-)/ "Pn 
n-. 
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CO 
< K i; V^  M.^ I e n 1 (by Lemina 4 .4) 
< 
by hypothesis. 
Next, 
1 
J", 
n P E 
n 22 
CO 
2 -
n=l P ^=1 n-V n 
n-1 
P o -P 
=1" n« 
n-1 
oo 
< K ey I (By Lemma 4 .4 ) 
^=1 
< K, 
by hypothesis 
Final ly 
1 oo 1 n 
n P 23 n=l P V-^l n 1 z+x / 
n-1 n-1 
oo oo A -n , , 
y =1 y+i n=Y P 
n-1 
CO CO - 1 
< K l e I + K 2 y mJ^^^ 
V. y+1 y y y=i +1 
(by Iiemma4.3) 
< K, 
by hypothesis, 
This terminates the proof of theorem 4 ,4 , 
CHAPT^^'.R - V 
qENERALIZATTOMS OF A TB^ OHTM OF SUNOUCHI 
5 • 1 • E*"-li i^itis0and Notations. 
Let S a be a eavpn i n f i n i t e seric^s with s pfor i t s 
n p . ^ 
part ia l sum. Let tj^ and denote rpspect ively, the sequ-
ence of (H,. p^) and (H, P ) means of tbe seqv.-^ -nce f s^ ^ ^ . 
Also l e t s*^  and t"^  denote the n^^ Cesaro means of ordrr 
n 
c< of the sequence £ Sj^  Jand (n a^) rr sppctiv^ly. By an iden-
t i t y of Kosbetliantz^^ we havr-; 
C{ o( c( 
t = n(s - s 
n n " 
other relavant de f in i t i ons and notations are the samp as 
in Chapter I . 
Fe shall denote by M, the class of sequencrs p^ ^ f o r 
x-^ hich the fo l loKin ' hold 
Pt) > o, IPn < Pn +1 i 1 = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . ) 
V^ e say that T. a^ i s bounded [R, P^^i l , i f 
n 
2 Py I Sri = 0 ' (?„ ) 
r=l " 
as n -> 
For any sequence 
v;rite 
depending on n and , we 
1) Kogbetliantz [ 31 ] . 
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and for any sequence » 
A fn = ^n - fn+1 
A sequence J/fj^  V i s said to be convex of 
b?" An > o, 
where 
t? An = .A(AAn) -
and ^ ^n '^n" ^n+1 • 
5 .2 . In 1954, SunoucM establish-^d the followinf^ rpsult 
for absolute Cesaro summability. 
Theorem 5 .1. I f f o r o( > o, 
n 
(5 .2 .1 ) j ; 1 — J " = O(log n+1) 
> =1 ^ 
^n 
as n then I , 6 > o, 
1+6 
log(n+T) 
i s sum-nable |c, o<| . 
In special case o( = 1, replacin.f^ (5 .2 .1 ) by a 
weaker hypothrsis and at the same time replacing l og (n+ l ) 
by means of general type of factor sequence [ X n i » Pa t i ^\ 
in a d i f f e rent context, established the fol lowing 
1) Sunouchi [61], Th^ o^rem 2 
2)m Pati [47], Theorem 1. 
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Theorem 5 ,2 . be a convex such that ? 
i s conxrgr^^ent. S a^ ^ i s bounded [R, log n, 1 ] , then 
I: ^ ^ i s sumtnable ! c , l | . 
Nov; absolute harmonic summability implies summability 
|c, e l , for every 6 > o^^. Naturally therefore, ve would 
expect the factors to be heavier in case we were intemested 
in gett ing thp result that a„ i s summable 1 N, 1 . 
" ^ n+1 
This idea led Lai to the fol lowing throrem. 
Theorem 5 .3 . T, i s bounded [R, log n , l ] , then the 
i s a convex sequence such 
n 
l og (n+ l ) 
2 a w ^ I An 
n n I 
. 1 1 
that 2 n is convergent, i s summable N, 
^n (n+1) 
3) Danial generalized theorem 5 .3 . in the fol lowing 
form. 
Theorem 5 .4. I f a^ i s bounded [R, P^^^] then the 
series 2 ^n^^n ^n summable 1 N,pJ under the 
fol lowing conditions 
( a ) I i s a pos i t i ve , convex and bounded sequence 
such that the series E P^^n ^^ convergent and the sequence 
1 
P^ A Xxi i s bounded, 
Pn 
1) Mc Fedden §38] 
2) Lai [34 ] , Theorem 2 
3) Danial [ 15 ] . 
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(b ) [ Pji} non-increasingly 
( ° ) jhgre exists a monotonlc incrpasin^ function of n^  
say A n ( < n-1, f o r su f f i c i en t l y large n) such that, as 
n CO. 
1) 
( i ) a P^ - g)^ = O(p^), 
( i i ) Pe = O(p^), 
n " 
Pn^ Pn^l = 
( e ) S p^ < oo, 
, 2 
( f ) A Pn 1 P = 0 (1 ) , 
a n 
1 1 ( g ) ( ) p = 0(1) f o r o < > > < $ - 1 . Pn Pn-i) ^ 
p •) 
Stivastava ' generalized Theorem 5.3 in the fol lowing 
form. 
Theorem 5 .5. L ^ f \ \ and f be positive mono tonic 
I n ) ^ ^ 
non-decreasing sequences. Also let p^ be a positive 
monotanic non increasing sequence satisfying-;: 
( i ) A(? I p^) = n 
( i i ) n p ^ ^ = O(P^), n n n 
1 ) Qji denotes the greatest integer not greater than ^ 
2) Srivastava [51 ] , [68 ] , Chapter V I . 
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t 
n U I 
I f i: o( X ) , k > o, 
Y=o V+1 
k+1 
then = e^ a 1 (n+1) i s summable Ul.pJ vhere JG } 
n n n* 
i s a convex sequence such that 
( i i ) Z n"^ e^ < ooj 
( i i i ) Z n A^ e < «>. 
^ n n 
On the other hand Srivastava generalized theorem 
5.1 in a number of way. He established the follox^?ing 
1). 
Theorem 5 «6» Let ^ and ^^ posit ive roonotonic 
non decreasing: sequences. Also, l e t ^p^^'^be a gfe'QUerie^ 
defined by the fol lowing 
( i ) p ^ e M 
( i i ) ] 
( i i i ) nPn -a^ 
n P 
X t - • 
m=l m 
I f .  t „ - t^^^l = o ( A J , 
then 2 a^ ^ i s summable | , where the sequence [e^^J 
sa t i s f i e s 
( i v ) 1 I ^ J 1 i s monotonic non increasing. 
1 ) Srivastava [58 ] , Chapter V I I , Theorem
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(V) s = 0 (1 ) , 
n n 
(V I ) I, n An I e 1 < oo. n ^ 
1) 
Theorem 5 .7. Let ^^ ^ and ^ be posit ivo mo no tonic 
non dgcreasln:; sequencos. Also, l e t [p^^j be a sequence 
defined by the fo l lomng 
( 1 ) p e M, 
n 
( i i ) A(P 1 p^) = ) 
n n n 
( i i i ) n p JU ^ = 0(P ) . 
n n n 
Then, i f 
2 It*^ - t I = o( A ), 
TO=1 n n-1 n 
ths-^  series 2 a^ i s suiamable p j , where 
sa t i s f i e s the conditions: 
( i v ) |€ 1 , |A € i are monotonic non increasing, 
n ' " 
iV 12 i 
( v ) P = 0(A e ) , and e / = P , A e ' ^ n n n ^ n n ' n 
sa t i s f i e s 
( v i ) e , = 
n ^ 
( V i i ) r, >V l A e l < oo. 
n n 
1) Srivastava [58 ] , Chapter V I I , Theorem 2. 
2) P. n = Pq + Pi . . . + P^. 
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Theorem 5 . s/^ Let f A ^^  ~ { P ^ j ^ the same 
as defined In th^orrm 5 .7 . Also, l e t the sequence n 
sa t i s f y the oo nditions 
( i ) 1 € \ i 1 ^ ^ \ are monotonic non increas ing n n 
(1) 
(11) e P^ = 0 (P^ ) 
n n n 
(1) 
( i l l ) p A e = 0 (1 ) 
n ^ 
Then 2 € a I s sumnable | N, p 1 whenever S a i s 
n ^ ~ n 
suramable | N, P 1 • 
2) 
I t was proved by Mc Fadden that i f ( 1 ) p i s a non-n 
-negative and non increasing, with p^ > o, and (11) p ^ ^ 1 p^ 
i s non decreasing, then 1 N , p j c I c , l l . The question 
** 
arises as to what type of sequences of factors -^G^^j^can 
be chojs'sen so that the series Z S^ i a^a^: be summable 
N, p 1 with such that p , whenever the n^^ to ta l var iat ion 
n n 
of the ( c , l ) - mean of a^ ^ behaves asymptotically in such 
a way that I t i s of the order of a given posi t ive non dec-
reaclng s e r u e n c e ^ ^ j » say, such that co, as n 
Thus as an answer to this question in the a f f i rmat ive and 
at the same time as a general ization of the Theorems 3.1, 
3.2, 5.2 and 5.3, recently, Ahmad proved the fol lowing 
1 ) Srivastava [58] , Chapter VI, Theorem 3 
2> Mc F.dden [38] , Theorem 2 .SB . 
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Theorem 5 .9 . Let p > o, p > o (n = 1,2 ) and l e t p 
0 n n 
be non increasing. I f 
n I ty i 
^=1 n 
vher^ (An^ i s a posi t ive non decreasing sequence, and i f 
the sequence ^ ^ ^^ i s such that 
Ci) = 0 (1 ) , n A ^ ^ = 
( i i ) Z n M S I < oo, n ^ 
then the series £ (n+1) p G a i s surainable 1N,p | . 
n n n 
For the proof of this theorem, reference may be made 
to Ahmad [6 ]^^. Here we shall give the proof of Theorem 
5.4 of Daniel. We shall state necessaiy lemrnas in Section 
5.3 and .;ive the proof of the theorem in Section 5 .4 . 
L e m m a s W e shall require the fol lowing lem.nas f o r 
the proof ot Theorem 5 .4. 
Lemma 5.1 • I f the sequence ^ p | sa t i s f i es the conditions 
(1 ) — f = 0 (1 ) , and ( i i ) = 0 (1 ) , 
Pn Pnf l 
(a ) A — - = 0 ( 1 ) ^ (b ) - i ^ ^ r i l = 0 (1 ) , (1 I ' V l n-1) 
Lemma 5 .2 . I f p > o, then 
n 
E < K. 
Pn ^n-1 
TR- —-S&a-also Ahmad^  [ 7 ] , Chapter V I I , Theorem 1 
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Lem^ 5 .3 . I f the sequence ^^ J i s aon increaslnp. s'uch 
that the series 2 p^ ^^ i s convgrgpnt, then 
( a ) P ^ = 0(1) 
m ^in 
m \ 
( b ) 2 P^ A A = 0 ( 1 ) . 
n=l " n 
Corollary-:- I f , X i s a convex secuence such that the ser ies 
n 
Pj^  A i s COnvergent,_ then 
( a ) P = 0 (1 ) , 
m m 
( b ) 2 P = 0 ( 1 ) . 
n=l ^ n 
Lemma 5 A, If 2 a i s bounded [R, P^ | i s non 
increasinK such that series S p \ i s convergent^ then 
n'^n - -
m 
2 A P I s 1 = 0(1), 
n=i ^ n n ^ 
as m CO. 
Corollary 1 . I f a i s bounded [R, p and i s — ^ — 7. n, l ' • ^ n — 
convex and 
^ent, then 
convex and bounded ^uch that__the series 2 p i s conver " " - - ^ ^ 
m 
2 > P 1 s^l = 0 (1 ) as m CO. 
n=l n n n 
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Corollary 2 . I f 2 a i s bounded [R, P . ] , jp J I s 
posi t ive mono tonic non increa si n^ such that the_ s_eries 
2 
2 p 1P i s convergent ^ d ^ (< n + 2, for su f f i c i en t l y 
n n • -
large n ) i s a mpnotonic incrfasin;^ function of n, then 
2 
m p 
2 — I s , . 1 1 = 0 (1 ) , 
n-1 
as m -i-
Lemma 5 . Under the hypothesis ( a ) , ( b ) , ( d ) , and ( f ) of 
Theorem 5 . 
ra 1 2 
S P A >. = 0 (1 ) , as m oo. 
n=l p ^ n 
n 
1) 
Letnffa 6 Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5 .4. 
2 I A ^ U P - P ) P PV P^I = 0 (p ) . 
n nr)J Tiry ^ ^ ^ " . 
2) 
Lemma 7 . Undor the hypothesis of Tbeorpm 5 .4 
8n 
2 (P P^  p Sy 1 = 0 (P p^) 
5 . Proof of Theorem 5 .4. Since 
T u + T " + . . . . + P u^ 
p n o n-1 • o n • 
, V 
n 
H Ilypo^liesiVXcy "(iD'and. T'gT~liri''not" used"he"re' Also i t 
would bo su f f i c i ent to take J^jjl as non increasing 
instead of convex and boundea, * 
> ) Hypothesis t-. takje^;)^^} as non increasing instead of 
convex and bounded. ^ 
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we have 
P 
t - t 
n n-1 
n-1 P. 
( 
1) =0 P n 
) 
r>-l 
1) u n-1 
1 n-1 
4 ^''v^n - P„ V "V 
P Pk, P m 
2 ( — - ^ 
P Pn-1^1 P 
n 
Thus, in order to prove thr theorem, ¥p have to establ ish 
that 
p p p 
(5 .4 .1 ) 1 t - t ! = R, IT I < k, 
n n-1 n=lP P ^ n 
yhere 
n P P ^ 
T = 2 - - I T I I ) P P P ^ A Y A Y 
„ .=1 p^ p ^ ^ 
Nov 
( 5 . 4 . 2 ) T 
n 
= f Win . v . . 
1 $ -1 ^n 
«n - 1 
+ 2 ( ) P^ Py 
Pn V i ) 
1 n 
Pn ^ ^ 
= + Tg + T3, say. 
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Nibv, by Abel 's transformation, 
1 n^ 
+ (P -P ) Pn-ft , Pfi " ^A ^ 
Hence by'hypothesis and corol lary to Lemma 6.3, 
"n 
(5 .4 .3 ) iT^l < K - -
n 
< K + K p Is - l | , 
"" n (|n 
by Lemma 5 .6 . 
By Ateli's transformation, since 
J o(Pj,) by hypothesis, 
'Pn Pn-V 
(5 .4 .4 ) I TJ < K l^y 
e -2 n 
< K p P + K P^ p T. , 
n n " n 
by hypothesis, corol lary 1 to Lemma 5.4, Lemmad 5.7 and 
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corol lary to Lemma 5 .3 . By Abel 's transformation 
T = 
3 
1 n-1 
— r, A 
n 
n 
+(p P - P p ) p ^ S 
o n n o n n n 
Now 
(5 .4 .5 ) 
= T - T + T , say 
31 32 33 
, 1 n-1 
31 P 
n n 
1 n-1 
n n 
i-.. n-1 
+ K 
n 
= K 2 T , say 
iJ =1 31 
Now by hypothesis we have: 
K n-1 2 
T < 
311 - T V ' n I 
" n 
K 
< 
n-1 2 
n 
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n-1 2 
312 
313 
- P I s J , n =1 n- P 
K n-1 2 
^ P .P Tl ^ — ^ ^ P ^P P A.. <? : 
n 
< - i . 2 n-1 
^ n 
n-1 
K n-1 
n 
< -K- P 
n-1 
314 
K n-1 
- p " j L V / n ^ a ) 
. K n-1 
n-1 
By coro l lary to Lemma 5.3, we now have 
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( 5 . 4 . 6 ) I T < p ^ -
K 
32 
9 P P^  
n n e 
n n 
Pc 1 S Q -1| 
< K p 1 s ^ - l l - n "n 
by hypothesis. 
AIsd , 
2 
(5 .4 .7 ) 1 T I < K P > 1 s If-
33 ~ n ^ n n 
Hence, col lect ing the results (5 .4 .3 ) - (5 .4 .7 ) , we have 
from (5 .4.2) 
2 
(5 .4 .8 ) \t\ < K + K 1 - l | + Kp P + Kp P U g - l l 
n-1 2 n-1 
n-1 n-1 
+ K P A I s^L 
n n 
Now, from (5 .4 .2 ) and (5 .4 .8 ) , we observe that for the 
proof of our theorem i t anf f i ces tfe show that 
(5 .4 .9 ) Ip < K for = 1 , . . . . , 6, 
where 
1 < 2 
CO p n oo 
1 n=l PnPf^.!, 
Is = 2 •iL 
n=l P P^n n n-1 
2 • 
Pn Pn > 
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oo p ' 
I = 2 p P i Aft -1 1 , 
Pn 2 
1 = 2 P S p Sji 
n n->) ^ 4 n=2 P^P 
Pn . . 
5 n=j;p P T ^ 
n 
oo 
1 = 2 — p :>. 1 s 1 
6 n=l P P ^ n n 
n n-1 
ve proceed to pcsyve the ineuqal i t ies (5 .4 .9 ) 
I < K, by Lemma 2• 
oo 2 P oo 2 . Pn V 
I = 2 p = 2 p (1+ ~ - \ 
2 n-1 n P , n=l " \ P , ^  r r l ^ n-1 
oo 2 
< K 2 p < k, 
n=l n 
by hypothesis 
2 
oo p 
1 = 2 — ^ I s^ - l | < K, 
3 n=l P ®n ~ 
n-1 
by Gorollary 2 to Lemma 4 
oo Pn n-1 , , 
I = 2 ^ 2 Pn-ijP >^1)1 So I (m 
5 n=i) P ^ i S=1 
ra-1 m p 
= 2 R.A>i ) ls iv l 2^ — ^ p 
A =1 iJ ^ ^ n=Ul p , 
n-1 
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m oo 2 
< T a X ^ I s ^ I T: P 
^=1 n=^+l n-5? 
m 1 
< K 2 ( aA^ ) P 1 sa 1 
i ) = l p^ 
c I1>-1 1 1 
< K F Z AAD) + P ? 
=1 p^ p m m J 
" m 
mrl 1 2 
2 PM 
m-1 1 2 m-l 
< K S P. A A j ) + K r, f ^ i ^ X + K 
jJ =1 ^ p^  ^ iJ =1 ^ 
< K 
by hypothesis, lemmas 5 .1 (a ) and ( 5 .5 ) and coro l lary to 
Lemma 5 .3. 
oo 
I < K I p } Is 
6 n=l n-^n n 
< K. 
by corol lary 1 to Lemma 5 .4 . 
This aompl^te the proof of Theorem 5 .4 . 
CHAPTEIR - VI 
ABSOLUTE, NORLUND S U M A B I L I T Y FACTCRS 
OF FOURISR S3RIBS 
6,1. De f in i t i ons and Notations : Let S a^ 
be a given i n f i n i t e ser ies with the n^h par t ia l sum s^ . 
P th 
Let t denote the n " Norland mean of the sequence 
n 
l^n) 
A sequence ^Aj^j i s said to be convex^^ i f 
A ' Xn ^ 0' 
where 
and 
A A n " ^n+1 » 
V/e write 
€(n) = ( l og ( ^ > 0 ) ; (n) = - I - , 
e (n ) 
so that 
e(n+l) =0(e(n)>;A(e(n)) =o\e(D)(/n\ 
1) 68 , Section 3.7, p. 58. 
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Let f ( t ) be a periodic function with period 2ir, and 
integrable ( L ) , i . e , integrable in the sense of Lebesgue, 
over (-.-iTj-rr). V/ithout loss of genera l i ty , we may assume 
that the constant term in the Fourier ser ies of f ( t ) 
i s zero , that i s 
I f ( t ) dt = 0 , 
-rr 
and 
CO 00 
f ( t ) / - S (a^ cos nt + b sin nt ) = 5i A^Ct) 
n=1 n=1 
We also write 
0 ( t ) = I ( f ( x + t ) + f ( x - t ) ] 
2 
0 ( t ) = 1 \ f ( x+ t ) + f ( x - t ) ^ 2 f ( x ) ] 
o 
^ ( t ) = - L I (t-u)'^""' 0(u)du, < > 0 , 
! ( < ) o 
= T « + t ) t ' " ^ ^ ( t ) , < > 0 , 
we define ^ o C t ) and in the same way 
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K denotes an absolute constant, not necessari ly 
the same at each occurrence. 
6,2, For absolute Cesaro summability factors 
of a Fourier Series, generalizing a number of previously 
known result s^ Ahmad establ-ished the fol lowing : 
p\ 
fheorem A I^t h be_an_integer > 0, and_let 
ie_.B_seauence_such_th^ ^^ ^ ^ 
S n "^ < oo . 
Ihen, i f _ 
(6 .2.1) X I " ^ F BJ fc o, 
2 e (n+ l ) Ar^(t), at t = x, is_surmable lC,h+l+6 [ 
f 6 > o . 
In the special case : h = o, p = o, Lokare, 
generalizing th is result (Theorem A) for absolute 
Norlund summability, proved the fol lowing theorems. 
1) See Ahmad [2 ] . 
2) Ahmad [2 ] . 
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iliieoieM-^.l^"^ L^RI a sequence such THAT A ^ ^ -
and t he series 2 n"^ i s convergent and lot be a 
pos i t ive monotonlc Increasing sequence such that 
(1 ) <2lilEn , 0 , a s n - o a , 
I-n 
CO ( j i ) A ( P ^ p ^ ) = 0 (1 ) , as n 
( i l l ) 2 log n < oo . 
n 
t 
(6 .2 .2 ) I I j2'(u)ldu = 0 ( t ) , as t o 
o , 
2 Aj^(t), at t = X, is_ summable_ IN, p^ j 
r he or em 6,2. ^^  Let be_. a_ sequence such that 
> 0, and_the_series S n-^ X^ < oo ^ and l e t p^ ^ 
jt PPAifa iyQ- -^.gogPtPAlc. -incre gequence..s.uch_ t_bat 
( i ) iS^iiPS . = 0 (1 ) , asn-^co, 
Pn 
1) Lokre [So ] 
2) Lokre [36], chapter I I . 
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( i i ) I APnl is^monot onic_Aon^incre^s^ 
( l i i ) ^n/Pn ^ c a s i n g , 
( i v ) A ( p yp^ ) = 0 (1 ) , as n - o o , 
and 
n 
( v ) 2 = 
j^ i^en, i f (6.2.2) holds, 2 is_sumaable 
i^^Pnl • 
Generalizing these lesui ts further, Lokre 
established the follo^^Jing results. 
Theorem Itrii-V^nl T-P i^^ -iX® 
n_on>_inc rea sing . sequenc e guch^t hat 2 n '^ X^ < co ^ Let_ 
\ Pn \ t)e_a_£o sit 1 ve_monot oM decreasin£_ se^ence 
gu_ch_ t hat 
( i ) A(Pn/Pn) 
n 
( i i ) ^2^ P^/^ < oo^ 
Then, i r _ 
1) Lokre l36], Chapter i i l ^ Theorem 1. 
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X i = 0 ( t i ) ) , 
o 
o, 2 Xj^  c (n+l)p^ at t = X , i s „ 
summable jN, p^ j^ . 
^.heorGDi^f'.'^.^^ Let be a, sea,uence_ such_t h^t 
( i ) log n = 0 ( 1 ) , as_ n oo^  
( i i ) 2 n^(log n+1) 1 3nd_ , 
( l i i ) 2 n-1 X < CO 
n ' 
h be jjig an ,Int e^er > o, p ^ j be a .posit i ve 
mpnotonlc ..increasing .seg,-uence suc.h t hat; 
( i v ) A C V - V = ^^ ^ oo 
( v ) n'^^S 
Pn Pn. l 
0 (1 ) , a j n ^ , 
( v i ) = 0 (1 ) , as_n and_ 
n 
oo 
( v i i ) 2 
n=V+l 
_! = 1 < ^ < h + 2 
n . l 
1) Lokre L36j, Chapter I I I , rheorem 
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i!hen,lf (6.2,1) holds, 2 c (n+l ) ) , ^ t = x, 
l._s_ summable lW,p j 
n , 
In this l ine Tripathl gave the followjing result. 
iheorem_6.o^'^ Let [ X j conv j^L-^ ^ULfiUJ^e 
and n on , in cr ea s ing .. s a en c s uc h__ t hg^ t \pn - Pn+l'\ 
non.Incroa,sjng . I f 
X [ P^(u)|du = O \t |log ) 
a j_ t o, then 2 A^Ct) P^ log log n, at t = x, 
is_suKm^Dle_1N, p^1 . 
6.3. Concerning absolute cesaro summabillty factors 
of a Fourier series. Prasad and 3hatt established the 
fol lowing theorems. 
2) r heorgm B. I f i-S,. a^conyex se£|uen_ce_ such...t hat 
2 n^ is_convergent__and ( o < - < < l ) , i s_o f_ 
hoiiGdM-Yariat ion, then_ S A^(t ) , ^t t - x 
1) Cripathi 
2) Prasad and 3hatt [ o l ] , Theorem o. 
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3) 
I^eoieS}-'^. Is ,..a convex„ sequence such_th_gt 
^ i s_ convert enfc, ^nd_fpr o <°<< 1, 
t 
J ujd j2f^(t)l = 0 ( t ) , o < t_<7T, 
o 
2 } log (n+ l ) j ' ^ X^ iii t = X, 
concerning absolute Harmonic summability factors . 
Varsheny established the follov;ing : 
Theorem 6.F. ^^  If__ p(t) i s of bounded variat iori_ in. 
(0,7r), then 2 { logCn+l) ] An(t), at t = x, is_ 
^nsm^le |N, l/(ni-l ) l 
Dikshit gave the general ization of Theorem 6.6 
in the form of 
3) 
OO J 
^n ~ ^ ' is_mpnptpnic_ increa^ln2^_t te S 
n " " n=l V ' 
at t = X, is_sumable_ p^l, provided sat i j f ies__t he 
ondlt ions. 
1) Prasad and Bhatt [51 j, I'heorem 7. 
2) Varshney [65} , 
2) Dikshit [19 J. 
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( l i ) there exist s a moxiot ojiic ;^ n_cre^ as_ing f'aiict lor^ c^ n, 
(a ) P ^ - P j ^ = 0(1), k > [/-^ ITJ, a s n -^OO ^ 
(b) 
P n 
CO 
2 
(d ) £ = 0 ( 
Li^nj<k<n. . n2 
( 6 ) 2 \A \( _ ) \ 1 = 0(1) , as_n -
o<k<u^ . Pn Pk 
Generalizing theorem 6,7 and Theorem B in t he case 
1, Lai established the following : 
Theorem Let be _a_ convex sequence such_t hat 
2 n-^ < CO , I f ^^ ( t ) l_s_of bpunded_vgri^tion in 
then 2 k. at t = x, is_sujrraWe 
n 
i : : , i/ (nn) 
1) Lai (33], Theorem 1. 
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For o <<<< 1, Bhatt gave the fo l lowing general izat ion 
of Theorem B . 
timfe 2 n-^ Jvj^  < . I f _ o <c^< 1 , i^„pf_boimQed 
v^rlAfciori_in (0,-/7), then 2 ^ifS^Sll l^B A^(t ) , at„ 
t = X, |N, l / (n+ l ) [j. 
Generalizing the results of ^al and Bhatt 
[Theorems (^.8 and 6 .9 ] f o r absolute Norlund summability 
Kishore established the fol lowing : 
J^heorein 6.10.^^ J_f j2r^(t) Is a J'lmction var iat ion 
in__(o,r), then_ S ^ t = X, is_suminable 
n 
proyidgd i s,. convex_se^uence_such_t hat 
S n '^ X^ < 00 ^ ^ d i^ pj^ j is_a_monpt onic non»increasing 
.non,negat ive numbers, sueh_t hgjt 
( i ) sequence [ ( n + l ) p ^ P ^ j _is_of„bounded_VBli3tioQ, 
( i i ) [Pn/^ 'i'^ j^  ° i^_{90QPtonic_non_lncreasi^ 
( i i i ) t he_jequence_ ^Qn/rf^ l , 
n n Pv 
'L = 2 q^ = 2 ST- i.s_mpnot onic. 
"" S=o ^ 
1) Bhatt [9 J. 
2) Ki shore [:28j. 
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For <^>1, Bhatt has demonstrated the truth 
of a theorem of a similar kind with the l i e l p of 
knoi-jn result s . 
Recently Bhatt improved Theorem f^.lO in the 
fol lovj ing form (which dees not cover the case of 
N,l/(nit-l)| suramability) . 
Theorem 6 . i : , The statement i s the same as theorem 
6.10, with 
(11) ' f f l - l I s bounded 
^ 3 
( l i i ) ' ) i B t i I i s non_decreasing and Pn J 
1 P 2 f < K , 
if i_i ' lace_pf (11) M i d _ ( i i i ) . 
Generalizing Theorem 6.8 of Lai in a d i f ferent 
direct ions I'ripathi established the fol lowing 
1) Bhatt [ 9 j . 
2) Bhatt [10] . 
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'£,heorem 6.12 . I f [Pj^j - P^+i^ are_bpth 
^ ^ ^n i s convergent , t hen 
^n^n 
^ - - — a t t = X, i_s sumniable j ^ j P ^ 
Kishore proved the follovrlng which more general 
then theorem 6.12 of Tr ipathi . 
i) Theorem 6.13 . i l _ {PnJ jrS_a_non.ne^at . 
in crea s lng,_._s eg_^ u_en_ce_ of_ real_c on st ant s. ^nd 
-1 
convex sequence such t hat S n"^ "^  _is_convergent, 
X P " then 2 - - - - - at t = x,s_summ^ble . 
Recently Ahnad established the fo l lomn? theorems 
which generalize theorem B and C in the case«<= 1, 
Theorem 6.8, Theorem 6.10 and 6.11 in t he case cK^  1, 
and Theorem 6.13 , 
X) lMoreffi_6.1'^ . Let p^ > o, and l e t Pn be_non_ 
negative and_non - i^ ^J'® a sing. I f is_a_funct ion__of 
bounde d_ y_ariat ion in (o, rr), an_d_ i f_ t he seguenc e 
i s such t hat 
1) Tripathi [63 j 
2) Kishore [27] , Corollary I I I 
3) Ahmad [ o ] , 'Theorem 2. 
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( i ) 2 l^nl/Pn < aG^ 
( i i ) Z i < CO. there 2 A^Ct), at_t = x, 
> 
3 ) 
theorem 6.15 Lot p^ > o, and l e t ^^ Pj^ ] be non^^ne^ .at 1 ye 
increasing. I f 
t 
I U j d = 0 ( t ) , O < t < 7r , 
o 
and sequerr; e ^ j 1 s_such._that 
( i ) S ( ( l o g n)/P^) [c^l <co^ and_ 
( i l ) 2 log n 1 & < ^^  , then 2 E^ ^n^'^' at t = x, 
i s sumn.able l-^P^.! . 
We proceed to give the proof of last ':wo theorems 
in the subsequent sections of th i s chapter. 
6,4 Pi:opf_of_Theorem_6.1<4. : 
VJe obfc aini Theorem 6.1A from Theorem with 
5 1, by an appeal to the follov;ing lemma. 
1) Ahmad [5 ] , Theorem 0. 
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Lemn^ Let 'z^ be_the n '^^  ( c , l ) « mean_ 
boj^ded_V£riat ion_in (o, TI), t hen " oo^  
6.0 Proof of_rheorem_,6^15 : 
Vfe obtain Pheorem 6.15 from theorem /i.-^ , with 
- log n, by an appeal to the following lemraa : 
-
X a i d pr- (^u) 1 = 0 ( t ) , o < t < tt , 
o 
t hen 
• - O(log n), as„ n no 
1) See Alimad [ o ] , Lemma 5 and 6 . 
CHAPTER V I I 
ABSOLITF NOIILURA) SULT!4/LJ3ILIRY FACTORS OF FOURIER SERIFS 
I M ) POI'T.R SERIES 
7.1. Let T. a^ be a given i n f i n i t e sfiries with the sequence 
of part ia l sums )" s I . Let t^ denote the nth Norlund moan \ ns m 
of the sequence 
Let f ( t ) be a periodic function, with period 2-k, and 
itttegrabI/=; in the sense of L&besgue ov- r (-TTJTT), and let 
oo 
— a^ + H (a „ C08 n t + sin nth) 
2 o x= " ^ 
1 CO 
2 
denote the Fourier series of the function f ( t ) . 
7 .2. Concerning the absolute Cesaro sum-nability factors 
of a pover series Rajagopal established the fo l l owing : 
1) n 
Theorem A . I g f ( z ) = F c^ x l j _ a powr-r series of 
complex class L, such that 
t 'tie 
(7 .2 .1 ) f 1 f ( e )1 d€ = 0(1 t! ) , 
o 
as t + o, and ^ ^ be a convex set uence such that 
/ K < the_n 
n n 
Sn y, n ^ c i s sum'-^ able j c , l ! . 
1) Rajagopal [54 ] , Theorem I . This i s the «0' version of 
Theorem 2 of Pat i [ 4 7 ] . 
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For absolute harmonic summbility factors LaX gave 
the fol lowing 
1 ) n 
i s a power series 
be a 
Theorem 7.1. I f fCz) = T, c^ Z i  of 
complex class L, such that (7 .2 .1 ) holds, and 
convex sequence such that S n \ < then 
n 
i: n ( log n+1 G i s summable | N, l/ (n+ l ) l . 
n n 
Recently Ahmad gave the fol lowing theorem which includes 
both the theorems A and 7.1. 
2) 
Theorem 7.2. l £ t p^ > 0, p > o (n = 1,2, . . . . ) , and Ip t 
p be non-increasing. Also l e t <6 i s such that ^n - n 
( i ) log n e = 0 (1 ) , 
n 
( i i ) gn log n 1 2 e j < 
I f n 
f (Z ) = 2 Cj^  Z i s ahower series of the complex 
class L, such 7.2.1) holds, thpn T (n+1) ^ P^^n^n 
i s summable I N,Pjj 
1 ) . La i [ 3 4 ] , Theorem 1 . 
2 ) . A hmad [ 6 ] , Ttieor^m 5 . 
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We shall give the proof of Theorem 7.2 in Section 
7.4. 
•7.3. Concerning ! c , l ! - si:!Tn mability factors of 
a i 'orier series chow proved the fol lowing : 
1) 
Theorem 7.-'^  : i s a convex sequence such that 
2 ja-lAn < tk££uS)£„£ejd£s 2 ^ n A n ( x ) 
> f o r almost a l l vs3ues of x 
Lai established the fol lowing for absolute harmonic 
summability. 
2) 
Theorem 7.4. I f ^^ | i s a convex s^nuence such that 
^ ^ A i s convergent^ then the series 
n 
- 1 
T n ( l o g n + 1 ) ) summablp,for almost a l l yalups 
n n ~ 
of X . 
Rajagopal established the fol lowing resul ts : 
3) 2 
Theorem 7'.5. ^ F (x ) be even F (x ) L ( - ir , ir), 
C-R-iavi-) I ! f (X )1 dx = o ( t ) , 
o 
^ t H- + O, aiid ^ convex sequence such that 
- 1 
2 n ^ < CO, then the sequence j'-A^J of Fogrier c o e f f i c i -
ents of F (x ) has the prope rty that T-Ji ^ A^ i s sumable. 
1 . Chow f l 3 ] 
2 . Lai [34]m Theorem 3. 
3. Ra^agopal [54 ] , Theorem 2 , 
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lc,i| . 
1) 
Theorem 7.6 I f F (x ) be even, F (x ) G L (-ir,-fr), 
t 
(7 .3 .2 ) J I F(x)l dx = 0( t ) 
o 
as t -»• + 0, and i f f\ 1, be a convex sequence such that 
-1 i n i 
# F^i-f^i^rthen the sequence j A k of Fourier c o e f f i -
n ^^n I n( 
cients of F (x ) has the property that 
__ - 1/2 . 
2 ( log n+1) 1 i s summable C,1 
2) 
suramability Ahmad established the fo l lowing theorems. 
Generalizing a l l these results foe absolute Norlund 
i 
3) 
Theorem 7 .7. Let p^ > o, p^ > o(n = 1,2, , ) and 
l e t l^p be non-increasing. I f i s such that 
( i ) log n = 0 (1 ) , 
2 
( i i ) 2 n l o g n I A € I < then the series 
n 
r, (n+ l ) P^ s A (X ) i s sum'i.able |n,P i for almost a l l 
n n ^ n 
values of X. 
2) 
Theorem 7.8 . Le t p be the same as in Theorem 7.7. 
n 
I f F(x) be even, F (x) G L^ (-fTjir), (7 .3 .1 ) holds, and i f 
a ) Ahmad [ 6 ] , Theorem 2. 
2 ) Ahmad 96[ Theorem 3. 
3) Ahmad [ 6 ] , Theorem 4 . 
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e \ sat is f ins the same conditions as in Throrem 7»7, 
then the sequence of Fourier coe f f i c i en ts of F (x ) 
n n n has the property that 2 (n+ l ) "^ S A i s summable 
1) 
Theorem 7.9, Let p^ ^ be the same as in Theorem 7«1. 
If Fix ) be even, F (x ) e L (-7r,ir), (7 .3 .2 ) holds, and 
i f sa t i s f i e s the same conditions as in Theorem 7.7^ 
then the sequence ^A of Fourier c oe f f i c i en t s of F ( x ) 
has the property that 
- 1 -1/p P A i s summable |N,p I . 
V (n+1) ( log n) ^ " n 
propose to give the proof of Theorem 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 in 
Section 7.5, 7.6 and 7 . 7 respect ive ly . 
• EZ9£L of Theorem 7.2 . 
Ve obtain Theorem 7.2, from Theorem 5.9, with 
= log n, beg appealing to the fo l lowing Lemmas. 
n 
'2) 
Lemma 7.1. f ( 2 ) = 2 c^ z'^  i s a power s^^ries of 
complex class L, such that 
t i e 
J l f ( e )1 d€ = 0(1 til ) , 
o 
as t + o, then 2 c^ i s bounded [R, log n, 1 ] . 
1) Ahmad [ 6 ] , Theorem 4 . 
2) Rajagopal [74]m This with '0 ' version of a 
previous result of Hardy and Littewood [24] . 
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1) 
Lemma 7,2. I f a i s bounded [R^ log n, 1 ] , then r - n 
2: 0 ( log n) , 
as n where t^ i s the nth Cesaro mpan of order 1 
the sequf-nce . n a "^^  . 
^ • Proof of Theorem 7.7. 
We obtain Theorem 7.7 from Theorem 5.9, with 
y/ = log n, by an appeal to the fol lowing lemma. 
r^n 
2) 
LegMa 7.3 Let 
1 n 
(7 .5 .1 ) (X) S V A v ( K ) 
n n+1 
0 
Then 
n 1 7 i ; ( x ) l 
2 = 0 ( l og n) , 
=1 ^ 
as n ^ ^ a l m o s t a l l values of x , 
Proof of Theorem 7.8 . 
Fe can eas i ly get Theorem 7.8 from Theorem 5.9, with 
^ = log n, by successive applications of the fol lowing 
lemmas and the Lemma^  7 .2 . 
-3) 2 
Lemma 7'.4. F (x ) be even F (x ) € L (-ir,Tr), and tet 
1 ) See Pati [ i , p 294 
2 ) Ahmad [ 6 ] , Lemma 9 . 
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S ^no^e the nth par t i a l sum of i t s Fourier seri'^ib a.t 
n ' ~~ 
the o r i g i n . Then, 
2 
J- 1F(X)1 dx = 0 ( « ) 
o 
as €)-»•+ o, S^ w i l l be summab]^  [ G , l ] . 
1) 
Lemma 7 .5 . I f 2 a i s bounded [ C , l ] , then i t i s 
n 
bounded [R, log n, 1 ] , 
7 .7. Proof of Theorem 7.9 . ^^^ 
We get Theorem 7.9, from Theorem 5.9, with/4 = ( l ogn ) , 
and with e^ / (log n^ ^^ place o f € by an appeal to 
" n 
the follo^'Jing lemii-a and the f a c t that 
TV , ^ 1/2 
E I S V = OCTvClog n) 
1; ! r 3/2-) 
S = 0 
)>c\ V 
2,
( l o g n) j" 
implies , / , 
•2) 
Lemma 7.6» Let F (x ) be even, F ( x ) € L ( - i r , i r ) , and 
l e t S denote the nth par t i a l sum of its Fourier ser ies 
n — 
at the o r i g i n . Then, i f 
€ 
! 1F(x) 1 Dx = 0 ( « ) , 
o 
as 6 + o, then 
'YV 1/2^ 
r. I S^ 1 = 0 f n ( l og n) t 
1. Ahma3 [ 6 ] , Lemma 7 . 
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